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STYLISTIC TRANSITION OF RUSSIAN PIANO ART OF LATE XIX
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The article deals with two leading performing models of the Russian piano music of the

turn of XIX – XX centuries in the context of style directions of the culture of this period, "the

idealistic symbolism", embodied in the works of Scriabin and Rebikov and "realistic symbolism",

characteristic of the piano works by Rachmaninoff and Medtner.
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 “I survived <…> all the events of my time,

as part of my microcosm, as my spiritual path”

N. Berdyaev

The transitional nature of the Russian culture on the turn of the XIX – ХX

centuries marked by all the researchers who have written about this period. This

quality, present in both the Russian and European art in general, is characterized by

the coexistence of different ideological-aesthetic and stylistic paradigms. The new

stage of historical and cultural development of Russia, covering the period from the

80-ies of the XIX century to the 1917 revolution, was dynamic and full of

contradictory tensioned conflict events in all the spheres of life – from socio-

economic to philosophical-cultural. In the apt words of T. Levaya, "Russia […] was a

kind of extract of transition. Not to mention the unprecedented revolutionary

explosions, the beginning of the new century was complicated by the special,

traditional Russian impetuosity and sporadicalnes" [8, p. 5]. 

The transitional epochs in the cultural-historical process are characterized by

instability, always accompanied by crises, provoking destructive phenomena in the

culture, transforming the world society in general, social-cultural shifts,

inconsistency of artistic trends and at the same time – an active search in all spheres

of life. And always the crisis of social and cultural life entails the aggravated



problem of "society – the person", which is decided each time differently in favor of

the society or the person. At the turn of the centuries in Russian culture the

significance of the individual in history and the arts is reinterpreted. According to

the modern scholar of the period under review, "the interest in the human person, as

opposed to the social individual, spiritual culture, free from the "yoke of sociality"

(N. Berdyaev), – all this allows speaking about the formation of a new type of world

view, tragic and at the same time, optimistic. The tragism of the new outlook was

primarily in the multi-directionality of material and spiritual spheres of life" [2, p.

4]. And further: "Dreamed [at the turn of the centuries – Т. Sh.] of a new person – a

creating person, of the new art – the religious one, of the new knowledge – one-

piece, which would be based on be the intuition rather than rational thinking, and in

the end, about the transformation of the whole of life according to the laws of the

Divine Truth and Beauty, of achieving Eternal Harmony. That was the optimism of

the new worldview" [ibid].

The last decade of the XIX century and the first decade of the ХX century,

among poets, artists and musicians of the time received the definition of "Silver

Age" and "Russian cultural renaissance" (the first definition belongs to the poet,

critic and memoirist Nicholas Otsup, the second one – to Nikolai Berdyaev)  [see 7,

p. 11].

In a short period of time the Russian culture concentrated the most

important, as shown by subsequent history, cultural and historical events, and there

was a whole galaxy of bright individuals in all the arts. It was a time marked by the

art of polyphony and antinomy of philosophical systems, style directions and

figurative-expressive means: the romantic cult of spontaneous unconscious

beginning and the mystical moods of Symbolists was countered by intellectual

rationalism, underlined abstract type of artist-thinker, theoretically proving the need

to oppose the Dionysian self-expression by the Apollonian "excellent clarity."

The tempos of "tenfold life" compress the time frame of formation and

existence of different style directions, often co-existing in one spiritual space; such

diversity and differing vectors of artistic styles reflected the complexity and



semantic content of contemporary Russian life.

"The features of view of life and outlook, the concept of universal existence

and ideas of the past, present and future in many ways defined the uniqueness of

aesthetic thinking, the need to bring new content to its corresponding new plastic

forms with which was linked the idea of creating a large modern style that can

express the artistic and aesthetic ideals of the time" [3, p. 479].

The epoch of the turn of XIX – XX centuries in Russia was permeated with

special spirit, which in the given period got the name of "Silver Age". According to

some researchers (eg, D. Sarabyanov [10] E. Kirichenko [5] G. Sternin [11]), the

most influential artistic events of late XIX – XX centuries proved to be symbolism

and modern style. Having covered the intellectual-spiritual and objective-plastic

spheres of life, they have become the spokesmen of sentiments and aspirations of

the generation on the turn of the centuries.

Modern largely implements the quest of symbolism. However, unlike the

symbolism, modern as a style is, first of all, a formal community, characterized by a

number of unique compositional techniques, the unity of artistic form and language

that allowed it to be realized in various art forms. Symbolism is considered by us, on

the one hand, as a "cultural tendency" (Levaya), on the other hand – as a complex of

philosophical ideas that determined the artistic practice. In this we follow the

tradition of the "expansive" interpretation of symbolism prevailing in the national

art history.

The word "decadence", often used in the indicated period and born by

"attractively-junk," according to B. Zaitsev, culture [quoted by: 7, p. 4], had then no

pejorative connotation and meant definite creative orientations. Decadent according

to Balmont, "is a sophisticated artist, dying because of his sophistication." "These

are people who think and feel at the turn of two periods, one finished, another not

born yet. They see the sunset burned down, but the dawn is still asleep somewhere

beyond the horizon. Thus the decadent songs – are the songs of twilight and night"

[ibid, p. 4–5]. There was quite a peculiar complex of sensations, which was inherent

of a "true decadent" and including the pain, darkness of fantasy, excessive attention



to his own personality, which gave rise to the narcissism and dandyism.

As is known, the musical culture of the period under review is characterized

by the simultaneous existence of several generations of Russian composers:

kuchkists (represented by Rimsky-Korsakov) and P.I. Tchaikovsky; students of

Rimsky-Korsakov and Tchaikovsky: S.I. Taneyev, A.K. Liadov, A.K. Glazunov, A.S.

Arensky, making up the "Belyayev circle," whose work falls on the 80-90s of the

XIX century; and finally, a new generation of composers and pianists, represented

by A.N. Scriabin, S.V. Rachmaninoff, V.I. Rebikov and N.K. Medtner.

The Russian piano music from the late ХIХ century comes to the forefront

of musical and historical process, gaining maximum depth of content and multi-

vector polysyllabic structure, which is primarily due to the spiritual context of the

epoch.

Like for the whole Russian culture of the period under review, the piano

music by Russian composers is characterized by the coexistence of different

aesthetic styles, which we have pointed out before, and none of them had the

decisive advantage. Each of the authors who worked in that time defended their own

artistic positions and their pluralism, in its turn, provided a unique in its force

"energy field" of the Russian piano art of the period.

It is the turn of the centuries that the final formation of the Russian piano

school is reffed to, that defined its global leadership in the XX century; the

processes established at that time were further developed in the subsequent Soviet

and post-Soviet periods.

Russian piano art of the Silver Age is a unique phenomenon of the world

music culture. Having entered the conglomerate of the artistic revelations of the

epoch, it arose and developed on the crest of the revolutionary changes in the public

consciousness, in its own way reflecting these changes. "Unprecedented in the

country's history of culture promotion on the turn of the century piano as a

significant representative of the Russian art in general, is an example of a real multi-

effect of the ontological situation on various gnoseological aspects of piano music as

consisting of a plurality of subsystems of a single system, embodied in the triad



"composer – performer – listener"   [6, p. 23].

Important role in the Russian musical culture on the turn of the XIX – XX

centuries, as well as in other art forms, plays the spread the concept of national art,

which is associated with the era of romanticism and is inseparable from the general

historical processes taking place in the society of the time.

Prerequisites for the interrelation of the ideology of the "national spirit" and

music evolved in the time of transition to new ideas of rapidly growing industrial

age. Appeal to the "national spirit" and a "national values" gave freedom to artists in

creating individual art systems based on archaic folklore and traditions of the old

masters. National ideology allowed to grant individual musical achievements with

the sign of universality, thus filling them with special powers.

These trends were reflected in the existence of the Russian musical culture

of several national models built around opposing ideas and characters. "The first one

was based on the idea of tradition (hence the name – the" traditional "model), rooted

in the distant mythological pre-Peter times, which corresponded to the prevalent in

Russian society views of the Slavophiles. The musical refraction of these postulates

started in the practices of the "kuchkists" and then was picked up and new

generations of professionals at the turn of XIX – XX centuries. Other relevant idea,

connected with the ideas of the Russian nation and culture, was associated with the

Russian messiahship. In the works of the Symbolists this concept of collective

identity acquired transcendental horizons and special ways of artistic realization.

These ideas proved to be decisive for the works of Scriabin and his personal myth

creating" [9, p. 242].

In the works of Russian composers of the transition epoch connection was

establish between the national identity and a range of musical language means,

which became the base for their works. As part of the "traditional" model these

interactions led to the creation of the new stylistic formation called "Russian style",

which by that time was already established in the field of visual arts. In Scriabin's

conception under the influence of messianic ideology the old principles of

composition activity had been also radically modified, which led to the creation of a



unique style complex. His discovery of the practical implementation of the program

was directed by messianic catholicity associated with the idea of the transformation

of the very nature of human and the world. By analogy with the set of ideas on

which the views of the composer were built, this style can be called "messianic."

If the representatives of the "traditional" models sought their foundations in

the ancient past, A.N. Scriabin and his followers were fixed on the transcendent

future. Such feelings is a break with the past and even the "destruction" of history –

were characteristic of many artists of the early XX century. The spiritual life of

Europe proclaimed the principles of "modernity", which opposed everything that

had been before. As pointed out by famous historian Charles Shorske, at the

beginning of the XX century "modern architecture, modern music, modern

philosophy, modern science – they all identify themselves not on the basis of the

past, even, as a rule, not opposing themselves to the past, but quite independently of

it. Modern consciousness has lost interest in the history, because history, understood

as the continuous feeding tradition lost its meaning for it" [12, p. 7]. The proclaimed

"death of history", which the artists announced after the statement of Nietzsche on

the death of God, testifies of the fundamental transformations in the consciousness

on the turn of XIX – XX centuries, which was reflected on the idea of collective

identity.

Originating in the above complex historical and cultural situation, modern

claimed to solve a number of problems and contradictions of both the old and the

new artistic thinking, which came at the beginning of the XX century. However,

these conflicts are rarely resolved in favor of one or another category. Modern could

combine completely opposite trends. During the short period of existence and

flourishing – since the early 90-ies of the XIX century to the 10 years of the ХХ

century – it has been internally converted and experienced a significant shift of

forms.

"Free Art" and "fettered life" characterize this time. Audacious requirement

of "pure" art arises as a reaction to former congestion with "superproblems" [7, p.

10]. Art becomes the Cosmos, the reality with its own laws, hierarchy of values.



Artists identify life and art, trying to live according to the laws of art, consciously

creating their life. At the top of the pyramid of values is the beauty that is openly

declared and becomes a new religion.

"The currents of catastrophically fast-moving time were fertile for the

development of Impressionism, the style intersecting with modernity. Fragility,

ephemerality, illusiveness of images, mood fluctuation, ease of writing bring the two

styles together" [7, p. 7].

In both models, the "return to basics" acquires certain mythological

properties, which are manifested in various forms of national art: visual images,

music, characters, figures, and so on. "Appealing of national consciousness to the

mythological concepts is not accidental, as in similar periods of systemic crises it is

myth, largely thanks to its archetypness, offers the most effective ways of structural

and semantic organization of social reality. This form of narration brings simplicity

and clarity in the justification of national ideas, which leads to the effectiveness of

their influence" [9, p. 244].

A striking image of the first type of national model in the Russian musical

art of the late XIX – XX centuries are the works by S.V. Rachmaninoff, which by

the composer and his contemporaries was evaluated as a certain antithesis of the

creativity by A.N. Scriabin and V.I. Rebikov. The latter are united by the idea of the

artist’s combining the aspiration "of philosophical knowledge of the Truth of the

world and the creative implementation of the known Truth in the work of art,

accessible and understandable to all people" [2, p. 179].

A careful comparison of these national models shows their opposite

principles, and their common features and the evolution of national consciousness

ultimately appears as a process with a single vector of development. The interaction

of both models can be seen in the general art refractions, and the choice of a

particular creative direction. Scriabin's strategy lined up as an opposition to the

existing norms and values of the "traditional" model. At the same time, his

messiahship could not be realized without the support on it, without attribution and

its subsequent rejection. It becomes clear that their internal intentions were directed



by similar ideas, among which a special type of religiosity can be singled out

characteristic of the Russian culture, a sense of special national mission and

preaching pathos. In both models, and in the works of the composers, sharing them,

we can identify the common ground. For example, the American historian J.

Billington saw the origins of Scriabin's synthesis of arts in the deep traditions of the

Russian culture and religious consciousness – in the "polyphonic complexity,

sophistication of ancient Orthodox liturgy with its fusion of melodies, images and

aromas" [1, p. 82]. There are also certain roll call of the ideas of A.N. Scriabin and

Byzantines-Hesychasts and Russian philosophers – contemporaries of the composer,

based on a number of fundamental concepts Gregory Palamas and Gregory of Sinai.

And in the work of romantic and traditionalist S.V. Rachmaninoff we can trace a

number of innovative ideas and concepts that are the contemporaries of the

composer were not visible, and that they have not been evaluated highly.

Moreover, symbolist trends play a major role in the works of Russian

composers of both expressing different facets of symbolist worldview: if in the

works of Scriabin according to the words of Vyach. Ivanov "idealistic symbolism"

dominates, which embodies the personal, subjective, individualistic beginning, and

in the music by S.V. Rachmaninoff we see expressed in the sounds "realistic

symbolism," tending to the loyalty of the objective world, exposing it to a unity, its

common elements, their organic integrity [see more on the difference between the

two types of symbolism: 4 and 2, p. 166-167]. The philosophical-mental

sophistication of the "idealistic symbolism" of composers-modernists and plastic-

emotional sincerity of "realistic symbolism" of composers-traditionalists was fully

embodied in the piano works and performing activity of the above-mentioned

Russian musicians on the turn of the XIX – ХX centuries.

In both models, the "returning to basics" acquires certain mythological

properties, which are manifested in various forms of national image: in the visual

images, in the musical works, in a certain type of hero, and, finally, in the

importance of fairy-mythological images, acting like a "little myth of modern" and

represent in a number of piano works by the Russian composers on turn of the



centuries (eg, N. Medtner and Tcherepnin). Appealing of national consciousness to

the mythological concepts is not accidental, as in similar periods of systemic crises

it is myth, largely thanks to its archetypness, offers the most effective ways of

structural and semantic organization of social reality.

Given the surprisingly colorful and varied picture of the Russian spiritual

life on the turn of the centuries, we can talk about the incarnation in pianistic works

by the leading artists of the time, of the main trends of spiritual and artistic life of

the intelligentsia in their attraction to the romantic-realistic or avant-garde modernist

poles of being.

The study of the artistic culture of the "Silver Age" suggests the existence of

a special shaped musical-intonation vocabulary of the epoch, including sound

systems extremely diverse in origin and embodiment, many of which were

translated into various genres of piano music and transmit the complex

psychological atmosphere of late XIX – XX centuries.
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